
“The Dali Lama once described her as a badass motherfucker. She got her 
undergrad in Ninja Haiku, knits scarves for hairless ferrets and knows where Bobby 
Fisher is. When she’s not making people weep with her award-winning floral 
arrangements, she runs a Chinese mafia, counsels Dr. Phil and can solve Clue 
before you roll the dice. Juliard has classes scrutinizing Mexican Corridos dedicated 
to her chocolate craft and she once beat Putin in a bear-wrestling contest. She 
makes hand-blown glass seahorses to relax, she's seen dark matter, Trappist monks 
study her benevolence and she’s slated to play herself in a Terrence Malick 
adaptation about her life. The Pope once thanked her for her stance on peanut 
brittle, she has two comets named after her, the Container Store gets inspiration 
from her closet and conservative estimates have her at 2 years from knowing the 
meaning of life. I think she can write your ad.” - Beau Elwell, Creative Director

          Phelps

I'm a creative thinker 
who works swiftly & intuitively
to broadcast the soul of a 
meaningful message. I’m never 
short on ideas, I ask a lot of 
questions and I thrive when part 
of a professional team.
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Born in the Virgin Islands

Trained Dancer & Equestrian

Recorded an Album with My Sisters
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      "Alisha has the Midas

  touch with anything creative. She’s too 

talented for advertising in my opinion.  We need her 

    intellect in the arts. But she loves a good pitch. 

  Who can blame her?"

           -Christopher Sims, Director

 
   “Alisha is a master of wisdom and words. 

    She's someone who can truly leave an imprint on your

life after only meeting her once. Whether it's a professional

  collaberation or a friendly conversation, I always leave feeling

     refreshed and empowered!”

 
 

-Katasi Kulubya, UX Designer 

 
 

 
 

deviantART, inc.

alishawesterman@gmail.com
310•948•0207

Published, UCSB Literary Journal, 2014
Panel Speaker, UC Santa Barbara, 2013
Branded Content Addy Award, 2013
Idyllwild Poetry Fellowship, 2007
PEN Foundation Fellowship, 2007
Profant Foundation Scholarship, 2003
LA Times Scholarship, 2002 & 2003

     “She's a good writer - but so are lots of people.

 It's her empathy and wisdom that set her apart.”

 -Suzy Almond, Playwright

macheteMACHETE Copywriter 3 Yrs

ACD|Copywriter for small design businesses; writing copy for web, print & 
radio, editing, proofreading, consulting, event planning

OMNICOM CORP. Copywriter 2 Yrs
Copywriter for Nissan; writing for print, digital, collateral, video, voice over, 
concepting, casting, wardrobe, props

HUGE, Inc. Sr Copywriter Presently
Digital Copywriter for clients including Scion, Hulu and The 
Simpsons; writing for digital platforms, working closely with UX and 
Visual Designers. 


